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ABSTRACT

The input of potential vorticity (PV) over the Oceans is estimated from
observations to produce a climatological map of PV flux and to study the interannual
forcing variability. Particular attention is paid to the North Atlantic subtropical mode
water potential temperature range from 17 to 19 ºC. The sea surface PV flux is estimated
through buoyancy and wind stress contributions and using a climatological mixed layer
depth product. Wind forcing of PV is found to be weak. A major observational
subtropical mode water program named CLIMODE was conducted during the winters of
2004 to 2006. These years appear to be slightly stronger in their forcing than
climatology, although the difference is comparable to the uncertainty. Attempts are made
to relate the fluctuations to the NAO, a major mode of North Atlantic atmospheric
variability, showing that there is a strong correlation between March values of the NAO
and the PV fluctuations.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
Potential vorticity (PV) is an important concept in physical oceanography that provides
framework for understanding ocean dynamics and a way to trace water masses (Talley
and McCartney, 1982). However from an observational perspective there is a limited
knowledge of the PV sources and sinks on the global level (Czaja 2008). The theory for
locating and calculating the PV sources and sinks; and their corresponding fluxes is based
on the concepts of conservation and impermeability of isentropic surfaces to PV
(Marshall 2000, Haynes, McIntyre 1990). The theory states that PV is conserved away
from boundaries where isentropic surfaces behave as if they were impermeable to PV
even when they are permeable to mass and chemical substances. This concept
recommends estimation of PV creation and destruction at the sea surface. In this paper,
sea surface PV flux is estimated using buoyancy flux distributed over climatological
mixed layer depth and wind stress over Ekman layer depth. Daily values were produced.
Eventually, a climatology of PV forcing is developed. For creating monthly, seasonal,
yearly and climatological products for particular water masses, the calculation uses a
Lagrangian averaging technique. This approach allows for spatial integration over an area
bounded by a curve that depends on time.
Although, in the scope of this thesis, global maps of PV sources were created, the
main focus remained the region of the Gulf Stream (GS), where the subtropical mode
water of the North Atlantic (NA) is found. In this area, a major observational program
CLIMODE was conducted during the winters of 2004 to 2006. Therefore an effort was
made to compare CLIMODE years with the produced climatological study.
The calculated climatological product contains data from 22 years (1986-2007) at
about 1ºx1º degree resolution and although it was assembled from various data sources, a
comparison was done assessing the sensitivity of the results. It also looks into correlation
with North Atlantic Oscillation index, which measures anomalies in sea level pressure
between the atmospheric pressure system at Iceland and the Azores.
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Understanding the PV fluxes in Gulf Stream and other regions of the world may
aid in comprehending the oceanic climatology in the NA and elsewhere.

1.1 Mode water
The first observation of mode water was by Thomson [1877], when he discovered a thick
layer of isothermal water of around 18 ºC in the North Sargasso Sea. Figure 1 and 2 show
meridional profiles of temperature and salinity of the subtropical mode water in the NA.
Mode waters tend to form adjacent to strong baroclinic fronts all of which are found in
regions of strong air-sea exchange. In the North Atlantic there are two well-known mode
water types: the subpolar mode water, otherwise known as 11 ºC mode water; and
subtropical mode water or 18 ºC mode water. Other mode waters are also located in
Pacific Ocean [Suga 1989] and Indian Ocean [McDonagh et al, 2005].

Figure 1: Mode water meridional profile of temperature, (ºC in the upper 1 km of western
North Atlantic during winter time conditions (Warren, 1971).

In this thesis the focus is given to subtropical 18 ºC mode water (EDW –
“Eighteen Degree Water”) of the Gulf Stream in the North Atlantic. The estimates for
variability in time for EDW hydrographic properties are 17.9 ºC +/- 0.3 ºC in temperature
and 36.5 ‰ +/- 0.10 ‰ salinity as summarized by Worthington [1959]. It is remarkable
that these features are so stable considering the variability in wintertime surface
conditions. During late winter, the time with intense heat loss, the sea surface retains its
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temperature of about 18 ºC as water parcels move eastward underneath this intense
cooling. Thus it is believed that EDW forms as a result of the buoyancy loss from the
ocean triggering ocean convection of the northern rim of the subtropical gyre. Tally and
Raymer [1982] observed EDW and estimated its translation speed westward after
formation at ~4 km/day. Further they stated that EDW lacks memory, hindering the year
estimate of EDW formation. The EDW water endures strong buoyancy fluxes and
significant wind stresses throughout the year therefore it is meaningful to understand the
contribution of these factors to EDW formation.

Figure 2: Mode water meridional profile of salinity. (‰) in the upper 1 km of western
North Atlantic during winter time conditions (Warren, 1971).

1.2 CLIMODE and objectives
The CLIvar Mode water Dynamic Experiment (CLIMODE) is a project to study EDW.
The main four areas of the study include air sea interaction; eddies and mixing;
subduction and simulation; and modeling. The project combines in situ and satellitebased observations and it was launched in October 2004 over a 5 year period. Its purpose
is to observe, diagnose and understand the physics of mode water formation and
dissipation.
The objective of this thesis is to contribute to the PV understanding of mode
waters through characterizing their surface PV forcing. Particular emphasis is given to
net PV input at the EDW outcrops and on the geographic structure of the climatological
fields.
3

CHAPTER TWO

THEORY
In this study, the investigation of variability in PV flux in the Gulf Stream is based on PV
conservation and the impermeability theorem. The theorem suggests that PV is conserved
away from boundaries, and that isentropic surfaces behave as if they were impermeable
to PV even when diabatic heating or cooling, including turbulent mixing, makes them
permeable to mass and chemical substances (Haynes and McIntyre 1987). Applying this
theory provides means for approximation of PV sinks and sources observable at the sea
surface where sea surface cooling contributes to PV loss and conversely, sea surface
heating (creation of stratification) to PV gain (Czaja and Hausmann, 2008).
An elegant framework describing these mechanical and diabatic contributions has
been put together applying the concept of ‘J-vectors’, representing the total advective and
non-advective transport of PV within the ocean (Haynes and McIntyre, 1987;1989
Marshall and Nurser 1992; Marshall 2000). The conservation equation for PV can be
written in a flux form as

(  Q )  .J  0
t

(2.1)

where J is a generalized flux of potential vorticity Q and ρ is the density.
Q

1



.
(2.2)

with

  2   u

(2.3)

absolute vorticity,  sea water density,  angular velocity of the earth, and  any
thermovariable. There is an implication on J that in steady state J must be non divergent.
The form of the flux J is such that it can not pass through a  surface, as we now
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demonstrate (Marshall 2000, Czaja 2008). In this thesis, instead of the potential density
as the thermodynamic variable, the potential temperature was chosen. The main reason
for this choice is that it is difficult to obtain potential density data for an extended time
period, which is due to lack of observational data for salinity. As a result of this choice, it
is therefore possible to create a consistent 22-year PV flux data set based on
observational data that still provides valuable insight into PV formation.

2.1 Proof of the impermeability theorem
Continuing from equation (2.1), the J vector is then defined as contribution from
advective transport of PV and non-advective components that consist of mechanical and
diabatic contributions. There is a constraint on J vector that it cannot pass through a 
surface; the surface is impermeable to PV. The J vector is defined as

J  u q   H    F 



0

  '  

(2.4)

where u = (u, v, w) is the three-dimensional velocity and F the frictional or other arbitrary
force per unit mass exerted on the fluid. Also
q   . 

(2.5)

H  D / Dt   / t  u . 

(2.6)

and

The equation (2.4) is in a conservation form, meaning there is no source term in the
equation, confirming that PV is neither created nor destroyed within the flow. To show
that there is no transport of PV across isentropic surfaces, let’s consider J flux in
direction normal to  surface n̂ 


. The term   F is perpendicular to  and



therefore to n , thus it makes no contribution. The last term on r.h.s. in eq. (2.4) is a

pressure term and is 0 at the surface. Thus (2.4) simplifies to
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J . nˆ  u ( .  ) .



H 0
.





( H   t ) q qH






 t q


(2.7)

The rate of change of  following any point on a surface of constant  is by definition
zero, i.e.


   t  U .   0
t

(2.8)

where U is the velocity of a point on the surface. Thus

t

 U . 
and

t
 U . nˆ

allowing (2.7) to be written
J . nˆ  U . nˆ q

This implies the PV flux normal to the  surface matches the motion of the surface, so
no PV crosses the surface.

2.2 Application of the impermeability theorem
The PV flux can be expressed at a given position in space and time by
J  u q   H  F   
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0

  '  

(2.9)

where u is the three dimensional velocity field, H is the lagrangian derivative of density,
and F is the viscous or non-conservative body force per unit mass,
Du
1
 2  u  p
Dt


F

(2.10)

p being the pressure.
In eq. (2.9), u q represents the advective transport of PV, and

 H  F   



0

 '   are nonadvective terms further referred to as diabatic (  H )

and mechanical ( F   ) components of J vector and the pressure term. The diabatic
component involves the exchange of heat and water at the air-sea interface while
mechanical involves wind stress.
Across the sea surface the PV flux is obtained by dotting eq. (2.9) with the local
sea surface normal. At surface pressure term



0

 '   is 0 and with u = (u,v,w)

where setting w=0 at the surface z=0, the J vector approximates to
J S  ( H  F   ) z 0 .k

(2.11)

J S  J Sdiab  J Smech

(2.12)

Surface momentum abd heat exchange can be used to approximate J S , i.e. using
mechanical input through wind stress
J Smech 

1

 e


k   . m

(2.13)

and diabatic input

J Sdiab  

f    Qnet
(
  0  S net )
hmld C w  0
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(2.14)


where  e is Ekman layer depth;  wind stress;  m density; f = coriolis (  10 4 s 1 ); hmld
mixed layer depth; α coefficient of thermal expansion for sea water ( 2  10 4 K 1 ); C w
heat water capacity 4180 J kg 1 K 1 ;  0 1028.1 kg m 3 ;  relative vorticity; and Qnet
net heat flux. Both the mechanical and the diabatic inputs are only estimates of the actual
forcing, but both of them account for the major contributors in their corresponding input.
In the mechanical contribution, the wind stress is the dominant force and also the data for
the wind stress is readily available. For the diabatic input, the major contributor is the net
heat flux which is also available at daily intervals.

2.3 Approximations in the PV flux calculation
To proceed with the calculation of PV fluxes, approximations were made in the PV flux
calculations. The relative vorticity contribution was neglected due to its small input and
the lack of consistent data. The mechanical input is limited to wind stress, which accounts
for majority of the mechanical contributions. The analysis was done using potential
temperature as the thermodynamic variable. The advantage of using temperature over
density is the consistency and the quality in data and also the sea surface temperature is
provided at a reasonable resolution over longer time period. Although the results are not
based on density surfaces but rather on sea surface temperature, the results still follow the
impermeability theory and are consistent over the 22-year period. The potential
temperature gradient was derived from a linear equation of state using coefficient α=
( 2  10 4 K 1 ).
The diabatic contribution thus simplifies from (2.14) to

J Sdiab  

f
hmld

(

 Qnet
)
Cw  0

(2.15)

where Qnet net heat flux is defined as
Qnet  Qs  (Qb  Qh  Qe )
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(2.16)

Qs net short-ware radiation absorbed across the sea surface, Qb upwelled long-wave
radiation emitted from the sea surface, Qe latent heat net flux, and Qh sensible heat net
flux (Warren 1971).
The Ekman layer depth, the depth of the impact of wind on the water column, is
calculated according to (Thomas 2005)

0.4 u *
e 
,
f

(2.17)

where

0
0

u* 



 0  u u Cd  a ,

(2.18)
(2.19)


u wind velocity, C d drag coefficient ( 1.4  10 3 ),  a density of air ( 1.2 kg m 3 ),  0
density of water ( 1028.1 kg m 3 ).
Continuing, the source is integrated with respect to temperature
J S ( x, y ) 

T2

 ( J

diab
S

( x, y )  J Smech ( x, y ) )dT

(2.20)

T T1

where T1 and T2 are the temperature ranges for the potential temperature of interest (in
this case 17-19 ºC). J S ( x, y ) represents a geographic coordinate (x-longitude, y-latitude)
for a PV source or sink. To estimate the PV flux, the source is multiplied by its surface
area, which varies with latitude. The integration area of a grid point is determined as
Area (longitude , latitude )  1112 km 2 sin( latitude )

(2.21)

Combining equation (2.20) and (2.21), the PV flux is integrated over a geographic area
on a specific day,
J S ( x, y, t )  J S ( x, y, t ) * Area( x, y )
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(2.22)

Computing PV flux over all x and y locations leads to the global PV budget on a
specified day.
To understand the monthly and the annual dynamics of the PV budget, the daily
PV fluxes are averaged using a Lagrangian averaging technique. This method accounts
for irregular daily contributions at a specific geographic location over an extended time
period (i.e. one month). The contributions at a location can be irregular due to the
continuous Gulf Stream movement. The Lagrangian averaging applied in the thesis can
be summarized as
D

J ( x, y , m ) 
T
S

 J
t 1

S

( x, y , t )

D

(2.23)

where D is the number of days in a time period m (i.e. for a monthly value it is 28-31
days). This method also allows for result smoothing when data for some days within a
month is missing.

Figure 3: PV flux in Gulf Stream, marking the density area of interest (17-19 ºC) on June
28 2004.
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The data used in the calculation is provided from satellite measurements and ship
observations. Figure 3 provides an example of an estimated PV flux, i.e. PV flux on June
24 2004. It shows the calculated PV fluxes for a portion of the North Atlantic Ocean, and
it also marks the EDW area of interest, which is the region between the two black lines.
This is the area that is in 17-19 ºC sea surface temperature range. On a different day, the
thin black lines would be shifted and modified depending on the sea surface temperature;
this shifting is the reason why Lagrangian averaging is needed to compute monthly and
annual PV budgets.

11

CHAPTER THREE

DATA ACQUISITION
An important part of this thesis was data acquisition. An attempt was made to compile
consistent data with 1ºx1º spatial resolution for a 22-year daily range from 1986 to 2007.
The impact of various data sets is further elaborated in the chapter five. In the final
product 10 days are missing from the calculation (table 1). These days are omitted from
the monthly PV calculation. For the averaging purpose, the number of days in any month
used in the calculation is determined by number of days with valid data.

Table 1: Summary of missing days
Year
1994
2000
2001
2002
2006

Missing day within the year (1-365)
61,62
322
132,133,189,322
79, 323
197

The PV fluxes are estimated through their diabatic and mechanical contributions.
The diabatic input is defined as

J Sdiab  

f
hmld

(

 Qnet
)
Cw  0

(3.1)

and mechanical input as
J Smech 

1

 e


k   . m

(3.2)

These inputs can be calculated using available data sets for the sea surface temperature
(SST), net heat flux (Qnet), wind direction, wind speed and mixed layer depth. Each
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parameter is further described in this chapter. The following table 2 summarizes the
origin of each data for a particular time period.

Table 2: Summary of data sources
1x1 Resolution
Qnet
SST
Wind Dir
Wind Speed
Mixed layer depth

1986-1999
OAFLUX
OAFLUX
NCAR (1.12x1.11)
OAFLUX
NODC

2000-2004
OAFLUX
OAFLUX
QSCAT
OAFLUX
NODC

2005-2006
NCAR (1.12x1.11)
OAFLUX
QSCAT
OAFLUX
NODC

2007
NCAR (1.12x1.11)
NCAR (1.12x1.11)
QSCAT
QSCAT
NODC

3.1 Description of sources
OAFlux – Woods Hole, Objectively Analyzed Air-Sea Fluxes (OAFlux)

http://oaflux.whoi.edu/data.html
-

Data provided at 1x1 resolution for SST, wind speed (1985-2006); and for
Qnet (1985-2004)

-

NetCDF file format

-

longitude [0.5,359.5], latitude [-89.5,89.5] with 1-degree increment

-

Time step 24 hours

NCAR – National Center for Atmospheric Research – ECMWF TOGA Global
Supplementary Fields

http://dss.ucar.edu/datasets/ds111.3/
-

Data provided at 1.12x1.11 resolution (1985- present).

-

GRIB0 / GRIB1 file format, converted through program utility into NetCDF
(see conversion instructions below)

-

Longitude [0,358.875], latitude [-89.14,89.14]

-

Time step 6, 12 hours

-

* Download of data requires notification of the administrator. It is usually handled within one
business day unless data extraction is required.

QSCAT – Remote Sensing Systems, QuikScat
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http://www.remss.com/qscat/qscat_browse.html
-

Data provided at 0.25x0.25 resolution (2000-present), occasionally missing a
day worth of data.

-

Time step 24 hours.

-

Longitude [0.125, 359.875], latitude [-89.875, 89.875]

-

Data read through matlab routine provided by RSS

NODC – Ocean Mixed Layer Depth Climatology

http://www.lodyc.jussieu.fr/~cdblod/mld.html
-

The global Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) Climatologies are computed from
4,490,571 individual profiles obtained from the National Oceanographic Data
Center (NODC) and from the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)
database.

-

Time step 1 month (no years; climatology)

-

Not a set grid.

-

NetCDF file format

NMLD – Naval Reseach Laboratory (NRL) Mixed Layer Depth

http://www7320.nrlssc.navy.mil/nmld/nmld.html
-

Data provided at 1x1 resolution

-

Longitude [0.5, 359.5], latitude [-89.5, 89.5]

-

Time step 1 month (no years; climatology)

-

NetCDF file format

- * the set on the web site provides data with density criterion 0.8 ºC therefore a
set with 0.2 ºC density criterion was obtained from Kara (NRL) to match the
density criterion of NODC (0.2 ºC).

3.2 Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
This data set was entirely provided by WHOI in netcdf format in daily increments from
1986 to 2006. There was no further data manipulation

14

3.3 Net heat flux (Qnet)
The OAFlux set contains data from 1986 to 2004. Another set from NCAR was obtained
for 2001 to 2007. This helped to lengthen the dataset to 2007 and also provided means for
analyzing results to heat flux sensitivity.

3.3.1 Qnet 1986-2004 (WHOI)
The data is in a netcdf file, and similarly as with SST, it required no data manipulation.

3.3.2 Qnet 2001-2007 (NCAR)
NCAR provided data at 1.12x1.11 resolution with a 6 to 12 hour time step in GRIB
format which was converted into NetCDF format. The spatial coordinates are longitude
[0,358.875] and latitude [-89.14,89.14]. For the conversion into 1ºx1º grid, the longitude
was extended to [0,360] where value at 0 is identical to 360 and matlab griddata function
was applied with linear interpolation. The heat fluxes are provided as accumulation of the
fluxes over a grid point in seconds [unit

Ws
] (source code in App. A).
m2

3.4 Wind stress
Calculating wind stress involved manipulation of two datasets, wind speed and wind
direction. QSCAT provided the wind speed and wind direction in degrees, but wind
direction had to be calculated in NCAR’s data from East-West and North-South wind
stress data. The values used in the source equation consisted of wind direction and wind
speed. Wind stress  0 is estimated as



 0  u u Cd  a ,

u wind velocity, C d drag coefficient ( 1.4  10 3 ),  a density of air ( 1.2 kg m 3 ).
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(3.3)

3.4.1 Wind speed (OAFlux)
The data was in a netcdf file, and no further data manipulation was done.

3.4.2 Wind direction 1986-1999 (NCAR)
NCAR provided data at 1.12x1.11 resolution with 6-hour time step in GRIB format (this
was converted into NetCDF). The spatial coordinates are longitude [0,358.875] and
latitude [-89.14,89.14]. For the conversion into 1ºx1º grid, the longitude was extended to
[0,360] where value at 0 is identical to 360 and matlab griddata function was applied with
linear interpolation.

3.4.3 Wind direction 2000-2007 (QSCAT)
QSCAT provided data at 0.25ºx0.25º resolution. The data manipulation consisted of
averaging 4x4 data points into one point. In the process, the angles were converted into
vectors and then averaged. The reasoning is that for example, an average of two angles
359 and 1 would result in a final angle of 180, but the averaged wind direction should be
0 degrees.

3.5 Mixed layer depth climatology
Since there are no continuous in-situ observations of mld available, the climatological
NODC mixed layer depth was used for calculating the PV fluxes. For assessing the
sensitivity of calculation to mixed layer depth, both (NODC and NMLD) products were
used. The results of the comparison are discussed in chapter five.
The mixed layer depth is approximated in NODC and NMLD climatologies as the
depth at which the density (b) has changed by an absolute density difference t
(density criterion) from the density at 10 meters (10m ) beneath the sea surface; i.e. b=
10m+ t. The density criterion t corresponds to T=0.2 C derived from the equation
of state
t = t (T +  T, S, P) - t (T,S,P)
16

(3.4)

where T and S are temperature and salinity at 10 meters below the surface and P is set to
zero.

3.5.1 Mixed layer depth (NODC)
The spacing of values in the dataset is more dense near coastal areas and sparse in the
open ocean. The data was converted into 1ºx1º spatial grid to match the OAFlux data
using the matlab function griddata, which uses triangle-based linear interpolation.

3.5.2 Mixed layer depth (NMLD)
The NRL product with 0.2 ºC density criterion was used to match the NODC product that
also uses 0.2 ºC density criterion. The NMLD set is 1ºx1º spatial resolution and needed
no further adjustments.

3.6 Calculating the PV flux
As the last step before analyzing the PV flux, the PV fluxes were calculated from the
source equation. For the analysis of PV fluxes a desired potential temperature range was
chosen; in this case potential sea surface temperature 17-19 ºC; and fluxes were
computed over North Atlantic, latitude [20.5, 60.5] and longitude [-89.5,-149.5]. The
Gulf of Mexico region and the Great Lakes were cleared from the computation. (source
code in App. B).
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS
Although the PV fluxes were generated globally, the main focus of the analysis remained
the Gulf Stream. In figure 4 a global map is presented to demonstrate the climatological
location of PV sources and sinks. The results were generated from 22 years of daily data
(1986-2007) at 1ºx1º resolution.

Figure 4: Climatological PV sources and sinks, showing where PV fluxes are strongest
and weakest over the past 22 years. In northern hemisphere, red marks PV sources and
blue marks PV sinks. In southern hemisphere it is reversed due to the sign change of the
Coriolis parameter.

From figure 4, the map of PV sources and sinks, one may wonder how important
is mechanical versus diabatic contribution to PV flux. The following two figures 5 and 6
show buoyancy (net heat flux) input as a percentage for February and July 2005. The
percentage of contribution was calculated as

18

B f ( x, y ) 

J Sdiab ( x, y )
J Sdiab ( x, y )  J Smech ( x, y )

x 100%

(4.1)

It is evaluated as absolute contribution of wind stress and absolute contribution of
buoyancy. If the contributions are calculated together it may lead to denominator values
close to zero when wind and buoyancy contributions are similar but opposite in sign. This
formula is helpful for identifying regions with either strong wind or buoyancy
contribution.
The density range of interest (17-19 ºC) is primarily located in a region with high
buoyancy input about 75 – 95 %. This is applicable to all years and majority of months as
illustrated in figure 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Buoyancy contribution for February 2005, shows the percentage of buoyancy
contribution in creation of PV flux based on eq. (4.1)
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Figure 6: Buoyancy contribution for July 2005, southern hemisphere exhibits strong wind
forcing while northern hemisphere is predominantly buoyancy.

Figure 7: PV flux in February of 2005, showing the position of mode water and the
associated PV flux during winter conditions. The PV flux is negative, heat is lost from
the water (destruction of stratification).
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Figure 8: PV flux in July of 2005, the mode water has moved northward and the PV flux
is positive (creation of stratification).

As mentioned in eq. 2.23, the calculation of PV flux requires Lagrangian
averaging. Figure 7 and 8 demonstrate how mode water shifts northward in summer and
southward in winter. During summer months, mode water reaches south of
Newfoundland and PV is created (PV flux is positive; figure 8), and during winter PV is
destroyed (PV flux is negative, figure 7). The total PV flux contribution for each month is
summarized in figure 9, which presents monthly mode water PV flux for the 17-19 ºC
density range between years 1986 and 2007. The CLIMODE years are distinctly marked
with dark blue. The CLIMODE years are stronger in their forcing than the climatology
(red line) during winter (PV is destroyed), while summers are at average (figure 10).
During the winters in CLIMODE years, the destruction was above the average.
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Figure 9: Climatology and monthly PV flux, showing the total monthly PV flux for mode
water and comparing it with climatological average (defined from 22 years). Last four
years mark CLIMODE years.

Figure 10: Climatology and seasonal variation, winters during the CLIMODE years are
high for PV destruction, while summers (PV creation) are at an average. Overall, the
annual CLIMODE years average exhibit net PV destruction. The dots represent the 22year summer (JJA), winter (JFM) and yearly average.
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Another interesting observation was the estimation of mechanical contribution to
PV flux. As shown in figure 11, the wind has very small impact on the PV flux into mode
water, at approximately 10%. This was calculated from 22 years of data for summer
(JJA) and winter (JFM). In the future, this may simplify calculation of PV fluxes for
mode water, such as omitting the wind factor. This finding was surprising considering
that there are strong air-sea interactions in the mode water region and other research
(Thomas 2005) suggests that PV destruction is strongly affected by winds. However both
data sets came from the same data source (wind velocity and heat flux, a.k.a. OAFlux)
therefore it seems unlikely that data set manipulation had affected this finding. Although
coarse resolution may have contributed to some inaccuracies, it seems unlikely that wind
impact would significantly increase or decrease PV formation. This is shown in figure 12,
which provides PV fluxes at ¼ x ¼ resolution. The wind and temperature data comes
from QSCAT at ¼ x ¼ resolution, however the net heat fluxes are converted from 1x1 to
¼ x ¼ resolution using the matlab griddata function. From data analysis, the wind input
reaches 25% PV flux contribution in winter; only 5-10% in summer; however the overall
wind contribution over the region counteracts itself with positive and negative inputs.

Figure 11: Comparing PV flux with no wind contribution, surprisingly the wind
contribution is only about 10% during 2001-2004 period (separately calculated for
summer JJA and winter JFM).
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Figure 12: Impact of higher resolution results on PV flux

Figure 13: PV flux sensitivity to net heat flux, heat flux is divided by 1016 to match the
PV flux height.

The figure 13 shows PV flux and net heat flux fluctuations and their computed
monthly correlation over 22 years is significantly high at 0.8. Figure 14 illustrates mld in
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June and it can be seen that the mld is shallower near the coastal areas and therefore the
coastal areas have stronger buoyancy contribution as seen in figures 7 and 8. Further
from the coast, the mld becomes deeper and its contribution to overall PV flux weakens.

Figure 14: NAVY mixed layer depth in NA, the shallow mixed layer areas are near the
coast.

Figure 15: Monthly NAO and PV flux index
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Comparing the 22 year monthly NAO index with the calculated monthly PV flux
reveals that the correlation is only 0.29 (figure 15), however month-to-month comparison
from 22 years of data identifies that March has the highest correlation with NAO March
values at 0.8 (figure 16).

Figure 16: NAO and PV flux correlation, revealing that March has the highest correlation
to NAO at 0.8.

To observe the behavior of PV fluxes over the entire NA, additional calculations
were performed. In the first calculation, monthly PV fluxes in 17-19 C were computed
over the entire NA (PV-NA). Their correlation to NAO was similar to the one computed
in the previous part (PV-local). Again, March NAO showed comparable 0.78 correlation
to March PV flux. The other months did not exhibit any significant increase in
correlation. Looking closer to the March PV flux values, it revealed that PV-NA fluxes
were similar in size as the PV-local values. The PV fluxes for the other months varied
between 2-10 times the size of the PV-local. This seems to indicate that PV formation is
mostly impacted by NAO during month of March more than any other month and it
seems that the region of Gulf Stream between 65’ W to 38’ W is the region with the
highest impact on March PV-NAO relationship (March PV-NAO at 0.81 and March
NAO-PV next year at 0.71).
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION
The results presented in chapter four were compiled from various data sources and
uncertainties can be large. It is therefore important to analyze how the results may change
depending on a specific variable. In chapter four, the wind stress is shown to be a weak
contributor to PV flux, about 10%, consequently, the most important factors remain heat
flux, mixed layer depth and the outcrop location.

Figure 17, Comparing climatological mld products over 22 years, showing that mld has
impact on quantitative result where summer (JJA) and winter (JFM) uncertainties are
10% and 20% (seasonal average over 22 years).

5.1 Sensititivity to mld
Mixed layer depth is a variable that is currently difficult to obtain on a monthly basis.
This factor limits more accurate PV flux calculation and consequently their fluctuations.
Here, two mixed layer depth products were used to compute fluxes to provide an estimate
of the sensitivity of our results; NODC and NMLD (see chapter 3). Although both
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products are slightly different, the final PV flux manifested almost identical fluctuations
throughout the year (figure 17).

Figure 18, Difference between NODC and NMLD product, where NODC is on average
deeper than NMLD. This figure shows climatological data for June.

Figure 19: Comparing climatological products generated by NODC and NMLD, with
uncertainty in the summer (JJA) at 10% and in the winter (JFM) at 20%.
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The difference between NODC and NMLD mixed layer depth is in figure 18.
Further from the coast, the difference in mixed layer depth reaches 5 to 10 meters that
may represent 50 to 100 % increase in mixed layer depth in summer, affecting the result
of eq. 2.15. The uncertainty of the results due to mixed layer depth was estimated at
about 10 % during the summer (Jun, July, August average) and 20 % during the winter
(Jan, Feb, March average). The uncertainty was calculated as
Uncert 

2 * PV NODC

( PV NMLD  PV NODC )

*100 %

(5.1)

The monthly climatological difference is shown in figure 19.

5.2 Sensitivity to heat flux
The heat flux data are important aspect of the calculation. Since OAFlux provided heat
flux data only up to 2004, the remaining years were calculated with NCAR data. In order
to understand how these data sets impacted the PV flux, fluxes using NCAR and OAFlux
were calculated for period 2001-2004 (figure 20).

Figure 20: Comparing monthly OAFlux and NCAR heat flux in EDW, the impact on PV
flux when using heat flux from two different sources.
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The results obtained using the NCAR heat flux follow the OAFlux results quite
closely. Except for July 2003, all the NCAR months are slightly lower than OAFlux. The
corresponding uncertainty is about 3%; therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 2005 to
2007 years represent good estimate for PV flux using NCAR data set and further stating
that CLIMODE years during winter were stronger in their forcing than climatology.
In the analysis of the relationship between NAO and PV flux, it is yet unclear how
NAO index is related to PV flux fluctuations, except that the March NAO index and
March PV flux have strong correlation of 0.8. In figure 21, a computed correlation
between March NAO index and the annual PV flux of the following year is significant at
0.67 suggesting that perhaps NAO impacts PV formation of the following year.

Figure 21: NAO and PV Analysis, suggesting that March NAO values may influence
formation of the PV flux in the following year.

5.3 Conclusion
The data used in the calculation had good consistency given that the majority came from
single source (OAFlux, Chapter 3.1). Although some data time periods came from other
sources, the comparison of these data sources revealed little difference in the results when
compared to OAFlux during the same time period. It is therefore safe to assume that the
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supplemented time periods provide good consistency. This is especially important for the
CLIMODE years where the heat fluxes came from NCAR data sets while climatology is
composed primarily from OAFluxes (86%). The CLIMODE years exhibit an average
summer PV creation, while winters show strong PV destruction. Overall, the CLIMODE
years contributed to PV destruction while the 22- year average contributed to PV creation
as seen in Figure 10 (green line).
The error is estimated at 15-20 %. This is due to applying different data sets,
where the uncertainty was estimated at 3% for heat fluxes and 10-20 % for mld.
However, the overall fluctuations were preserved when the data sets were compared, thus
it is reasonable to believe that the observed anomalies are significant.
The correlation between the NAO and PV flux was the highest during the month
of March at 0.8, and the analysis showed that the region contributing to this strong
correlation is located between 65’ W and 38’ W. The prediction of the following year PV
flux formation based on NAO is still uncertain, although march NAO shows strong
correlation of 0.7 to next year PV flux formation. This finding doesn’t seem to be
dependent on the surface area of the EDW.
In the future, it would be interesting to see the impact of higher resolution data on
the results. An attempt was made to observe how much the results would change if ¼ x ¼
degree grid was applied (fig 12). This analysis used SST and windstress data from Qscat
at ¼ x ¼ degree resolution, however the net heat flux was expanded from 1x1 into ¼ x ¼
grid applying a matlab griddata function. Therefore it provides only limited insight into
the importance of the resolution, although it exhibited decrease in PV destruction during
the winter months.
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APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE FOR QNET (NCAR) DATA MANIPULATION

months = [31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31];
% add an extra day for leap year
if (mod(iYear,4) == 0)
months(2) = 29;
end

nc = netcdf(strcat(folder,mat2str(iYear),'_',mat2str(iMonth),'.nc'));
for iDay = 1:months(iMonth)
days = days + 1;
tmpqnet = zeros(160,320);
for j=1:2
sshf=nc{'SSHF_GDS4_SFC'}((iDay-1)*2+j,2,:,:);
slhf=nc{'SLHF_GDS4_SFC'}((iDay-1)*2+j,2,:,:);
str=nc{'STR_GDS4_SFC'}((iDay-1)*2+j,2,:,:);
ssr=nc{'SSR_GDS4_SFC'}((iDay-1)*2+j,2,:,:);
tmpqnet = tmpqnet + sshf + slhf + str + ssr;
end
tmpqnet = tmpqnet / 8.64e4;
% number of seconds in 12 hours * 2 (for average)
tmpqnet(:,321) = tmpqnet(:,1);
tiy = 1:0.8889:160.8909;
tix = 1:0.8889:320.8929;
[YI,XI] = meshgrid(tiy,tix);
xi = 1:1:321;
yi = 1:1:160;

Qnet = (griddata(xi,yi,tmpqnet,XI,YI))';
end
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APPENDIX B
SOURCE CODE FOR CALCULATING THE PV FLUXES

dE – estimated Ekman layer depth computed from the wind stress
Xtop – zonal wind stress contribution
Ytop – meridional wind stress contribution
qX – density change in x
qY – density change in y
H – contribution due to buoyancy
X – contribution due to wind stress
source – investigated value
% region of interest
min_lat = 30;
max_lat = 70;
min_lon = 270;
max_lon = 330;
A = [-89.5:1:89.5];
Acos = cosd(A);
latdist = 10^7/90;
for i=1:180
Area(i) = Acos(i) * latdist * latdist;
end
alpha = 2e-4; % alpha coefficient for density expansion
Cd = 1.4*10^-3;
qA = 1.2; % air density
q0 = 1028.1; % at 35% and 0`C
latdist = 10^7/90; % distance between latitudes (meters)
cp = 4180; % heat coefficient for water
waterq0 = 1000; % density of water q0
% set latitude span
lat = (-89.5:1.00:89.5);
% calculate coriolis
coriolis = 4*pi * sind(lat)/86400;
coriolis(81:99) = coriolis(80);
% density range in degrees C
low_limit = 17;
high_limit = 19;

% calculate distance of 0.25 degree for different latitude
iLen = length(lat);
for i=1:iLen
dist(i) = latdist * cosd(lat(iLen - i + 1));
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end
[sizey, sizex] = size(Qnet);
source = ones(sizey,sizex) * NaN;

% expand sst so derivative can be calculated. copy end column to front
% for east - west relationship (since it goes 360 -> 0 longitude)
% the polar region doesn't matter
sst(sizey+1,:) = sst(1,:); % polar expansion (NaN at poles)
sst(:,sizex+1) = sst(:,1); % roll over from one end to another

% CALCULATE dE, Xtop, Ytop, qY, qX, X, H and source
for j=min_lon:max_lon
for i=min_lat:max_lat
% CALCULATE dE, Xtop, Ytop
stressField = abs(windspd(i,j)) * windspd(i,j) * Cd * qA;
if isnan(stressField)
dE = NaN;
Xtop = NaN;
Ytop = NaN;
else
angle = winddir(i,j) / 180 * pi;
Xtop = (stressField/q0) * sin(angle);
Ytop = (stressField/q0) * cos(angle);
end
% CALCULATE QY
if isnan(sst(i,j))
qY = NaN;
elseif isnan(sst(i+1,j))
qY = 0;
else
qY = q0*alpha*( sst(i+1,j) - sst(i,j) ) / latdist;
end
% CALCULATE QX
if isnan(sst(i,j))
qX = NaN;
elseif isnan(sst(i,j+1))
qX = 0;
else
qX = q0*alpha*( sst(i,j+1) - sst(i,j) ) / dist(i);
end

% DETERMINE X AND H
if (dE == 0 )
H = NaN;
X = NaN;
else
H = (- alpha * Qnet(i,j) / (clim_depth(myMonth,i,j) * cp *
waterq0)) * coriolis(i);
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X = ((Xtop * qY / dE) - (Ytop * qX / dE)) / waterq0;
end
% FINAL PV flux
if (sst(j,i) > low_limit && sst(j,i) < high_limit)
source(i,j) = (-H + X) * Area(i);
end

end
end
source(:,1:278)=0; % clear gulf of Mexico and Canada lakes
source(42:49,270:284)=0;
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